The art in Gerald Parsonson’s latest house in the Wellington hinterlands is visible on the inside and the out.
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PREVIOUS PAGES: The main (north-west) elevation of the house designed by Gerald Parsonson for a site near the Wairarapa township of Martinborough.
FACING PAGE: The house as viewed from sloping ground to the south-east. THIS PAGE: The house from the north-east (top) and north-west (below). The
landscaping to be carried out will complement the architecture of the house.
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FACING PAGE, TOP: The den/library sited behind the morning terrace at the north-east corner of the house (artwork by Gretchen Albrecht).
FACING PAGE, BELOW: The living room gives out onto the afternoon terrace (artwork by Ian Scott).

have the best of both worlds: a
compact, lively city, and, on their doorstep, a countryside of many
varied landscapes. In an hour, they can reach sites that could be from
some Mediterranean hinterland (well, that’s a bit of a stretch), or
Nepalese hillside (that’s more like it), or even the expansive grasslands
of Argentina (minus the gauchos). To have an opportunity to create a
building in any of these settings is a client’s, and an architect’s dream.
A Wairarapa rural block was at hand, and a brief drawn up: Create a
house that engages with the landscape by allowing it to ﬂow right up to
and into the house. Does this allude to the heritage of the rural shed?
Perhaps. Anyway, the brief was given to Gerald Parsonson, which
meant that if a ‘shed’ was the goal, it would surely be elegant.
The site for this new house is near Martinborough, a pleasant hour or
so’s drive (the Rimutaka Hill notwithstanding) from Wellington. Like
any property in any rural district anywhere, it is easy to ﬁnd – for a local:
“Just follow the road past the dead tree on the left and it’s straight ahead
of you three miles past Johnno’s house”. But the trip and its impromptu
detours are worth it. One drives down to the house to be confronted
by the “wall”. It is, indeed, a kind of rural shed wall, with a verandahed
entry. Visible over the wall are some Lutyenesque chimneys.
Once in the house, the visitor is guided into a top-lit entry hall.
Neither overly grand nor too personal, the hall is a high-studded
transitional space between the outside and the calm of the interior. The
entry hall doubles as a gallery space. In its proportions and with its
natural light, clean wall space, and freedom from distracting elements
the gallery, unlike many spaces developed for the exclusive purpose of
viewing art, is eminently suitable and usable. This space forms a central
part of the house, especially when visitors come to stay. It acts as a
buffer to the living areas while doubling up as a dining room for larger
family gatherings at Christmas and other special occasions.
From the entry gallery the movement is through the house towards
the view that awaits at the front of the house. (As with many houses of
this genre the ‘front’, to the building’s owners, means the area where
you spend your day; visitors are more likely to identify the ‘front’ with
the entry door.) At the front of the house, the gallery is turned inside
out. The rural landscape and its vistas become the artworks hanging in
full view. The various functional rooms of the house have been carefully
composed with views in mind. Weather and indoor/outdoor ﬂow were
important design considerations. The classic Gerald Parsonson eaves
have been used to ﬁlter the light while maintaining a high level of
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ambient natural lighting throughout. The eaves also play their part in
the house’s nocturnal drama, allowing ﬂattering light to reﬂect from
the sofﬁts. Through the use of a clever structural solution, and more
than seven tonnes of steel, the roof appears to ﬂoat effortlessly over the
building it protects.
The rooms are ﬁnished with a modernist colour palette: white walls,
natural timber, concrete ﬂoors, and dark cladding to the outside. This
classic materiality provides a clarity on the interiors, and a backdrop of
clean surfaces whose ambience changes as the sun moves and weather
varies. Shadows play dramatically across the walls and ﬂoors, giving the
house an active feel. As lighting conditions change over the day, so the
space is transformed, allowing inhabitants to use the rooms in different
ways.
The living areas are carefully arranged to have the kitchen as the
central focus. Although the kitchen is easily accessed it can be closed off
should serious cooking concentration be required. As the house’s centre
of gravity, the kitchen provides a point from which other functional
areas can extend. The main bedroom is sited to the north and the selfcontained guest rooms to the south. This deployment offers guests
privacy and some independence. Between the main bedroom and the
guest quarters the meeting areas and lounge, dining and living areas are
clustered around the kitchen.
The house is designed to be of its landscape. The tall chimneys
are in appropriate scale when viewed from around the site, with its
surrounding tall trees. It was also the intention of the clients that
signiﬁcant landscaping be carried out to enhance the property and
complement the architecture of the house. In particular, the front or
living side of the house which opens onto the site is to be carefully
integrated with planting. Moving around the house it is clear that when
the landscaping has become established microclimates with intimate
spaces will evolve. The landscaping scheme will ensure that the rural
landscape in the foreground and the distant hill vistas beyond become
framed views from the house.
In sum, this is a house of simplicity and sophistication, and its quality
has been acknowledged by the NZIA which gave it a New Zealand
Award for Architecture in 2006. I would like to visit the house again
in ten years’ time. By then, the house, with its assured arrangement of
indoor/outdoor spaces – a trope much admired in New Zealand but
rarely achieved on this scale – will have settled comfortably (but not
complacently) into its landscape. GUY CLEVERLEY
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PRACTICE PROFILE
Parsonson Architects work
predominantly on new residential
projects. The ﬁrm has also
designed apartment buildings
and retail/commercial ﬁtouts.
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PROJECT TEAM
Gerald Parsonson
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CONSULTANTS
Structural engineer
Clendon Burns and Park
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BUILDER
D.R.Borman Limited
SUB-CONTRACTORS
Aluminium windows Aluminium
Interiors Greytown Electrician
Francetemp Exterior plaster
Plaster FX Interior plaster
Duncan Smith Joiner Prestige
Joinery Painting Phil Carman
Decorating Plumber Watermart
Limited Steelwork Progressive
Engineering
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PRODUCTS
Floors Kelly ﬂoated and sealed
slab Interior joinery lacquered
MDF; bluestone tops from
Branco Main exterior cladding
corrugated coloursteel Rooﬁng
Butynol on ply Secondary
exterior cladding ﬁbre cement
sheet Structure timber and
steel frame
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TIME SCHEDULE
Design and planning
1 year, 7 months
Construction
1 year, 3 months
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THIS PAGE, TOP: Looking from the den/library along the gallery. BELOW: Looking back along the gallery to the den/library. The large artwork at the far end of the
gallery is by Bill Hammond; the artwork on the right of the photograph is by Jenny Dolezel.
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SITE SIZE
4.5 Hectares
PHOTOGRAPHER
Simon Devitt
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